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Announcements

1. Group presentations from next week
 3 groups, 5-6 people in each group
 read the paper in advance, understant it, and present the paper

during the next 3 exercise sessions

2. From now on, it’s good to start thinking about your term 
paper seriously.  
 It’s best you work gradually, rather than rush everything in a 

couple of weeks. 
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Big Picture 
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Hanson-Mataloni-Slaughter (2001), Expansion Strategies 
of US MNEs

Highlights of HMS paper:

 Using recent data, documented multinational actitivities are not limited to 
the simple dichotomy of horizontal vs. vertical FDI. 

 MNE’s activities are more diverse, and wide-range, such as: 
 Export platforms
 Gobal outsourcing
 Distribution FDIs

 Host country’s characteristics play a big role in MNE’s decision making 
(e.g., market size, trade barrier, regulations, and tax rates). 
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HMS: Expansion Strategies of US MNEs

Highlights of HMS paper:

 MNEs appear to face three overlapping choices:
1. Use foreign affliates to produce or to distribute?

2. When using production FDI, choose horizontal or vertical FDI?
 Within vertical FDI, should it be standalone operation or relying on global outsourcing 

network?

3. For production output, choose to sell locally or export to other 
countries?
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Data Source

 A dataset of US MNEs from BEA (same in Yeaple 2003 paper, but 
more recent and with multiple-year surveys: 1982,1989, 1994, 
1998)

 Publicly available, check BEA website at 
http://www.bea.gov/international/index.htm#omc .  For a good 
description of the data, refero to data appendix in HMS paper.

 Aggregated industry level data from firm-level. Firm-level data only 
available upon request, but with user restrictions.
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HMS: Expansion Strategies of US MNEs

 Rather than look at HFDI vs. VFDI, HMS look at three overlapping 
foreign activities of US MNEs:
 Export platform

 Foreign affiliate’s export vs. local sales (in host country)

 Global outsourcing
 Import of factor inputs for further processing

 Wholesale trading
 Production FDI vs. Distribution FDI – but few in coexistence. 
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Expansion Strategies of US MNEs

 Export platform
 Traditional HFDI only considers market access to host country

 But production facility could be used as a platform to export to other 
countries, rather than selling to the host country.  

 And it’s also likely that MNEs do both: local sales & export platform.  
The local sales part is traditional HFDI, but the export platform part is 
new. 

 So what determines the relative share of export (to other countries) vs. 
local sales in US foreign affiliate’ total sales?  --- The research question
of HMS.
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Export Platform of US MNEs
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Export Platform of US MNEs
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Export vs. Local Sales 

Estimation equation:
What drives the wedge between affiliate exports vs. Local sales?
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What do you expect the sign of the each coefficient to be?



Export vs. Local Sales: estimation results (Table 5)
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Summary of Main Findings

 Foreign affiliates tend to be more oriented toward export 
markets (or export platform) when located in countries that are 
smaller (size), less protected, and less taxed. 

 The regression also suggests that export platform is more 
popular with low-skill US industries, which runs contradictary to 
the data: computers, electronics are not low-skilled.  Why? 

 Tax and trade policies in host countries matter for MNE’s 
decision on their operation type and scale. 
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Expansion Strategies of US MNEs

 Global outsourcing:
 So far, we have considered production outputs (sales, exports), not inputs. 

 In this part, HMS include factor inputs via global outsourcing into play 

 They use BEA outsourcing data – not used before. 

 Manufacturing outsourcing involves movement of inputs for the next-stage 
production to a different country – another kind of VFDI. 

 Affiliate imports include: 
 goods for resale
 goods for further processing
 capital goods
 other imports
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Expansion Strategies of US MNEs

 Global outsourcing:
 HMS use affiliate imports for further processing as the 

dependent variable.  One could also potentially use affiliate 
exports for further processing ---the other side of the same coin. 

 So what determines the import volume of factor inputs of a host 
country? --- The research question. 

 Since global outsourcing (in production) can be thought as 
VFDI, so our previous analysis regarding what determines VFDI 
applies here too.
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US Global Outsourcing
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Global Outsourcing: Estimation Equation

 Similar to eq. (1) in export platform

 Replace dependent variable with log of affiliate imports for further 
processing, or the ratio relative to total affiliate sales
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Expansion Strategies of US MNEs

 On wholesale trading, it’s an interesting phenonenon and little research 
have been done.   Due to time limit, I will skip this part.  Refer to section 5 
of HMS paper for detailed discussions.
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Some Further Thoughts

 HMS offered a more sophiscated analysis than the simple choice model of either
HFDI or VFDI. Indeed, same MNE often engages in both activities. 
 e.g., affiliate export platform can be thought as VFDI,  while affiliate local sales can be 

thought as HFDI. 

 VFDI has become more important since 1990s, and especically when taking into 
consideration fo factor inputs and global outsourcing. 

 Host country’s characteristics are very important
 A country with large market size, cheap factor cost, and located in an economic 

active region naturally becomes top destinations for both H and V FDIs

 So far, the research we’ve seen only focus on the ”treated” group – i.e., the countries 
which have received FDIs. Will such analyses suffer selection bias problem?

 One could test a model that captures MNE’s decision among four choices (0, 1, 2, 3). 
(0: not picked for FDI destination; 1: picked for HFDI; 2: picked for VFDI; 3: Picked for 
both H and V FDI). 
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Next time...

 Read Pol Antras (QJE, 2009), “MNEs, FDI Flows, and Imperfect 
Capital Markets.”

 In the exercise session, we will have the first group presentation.
 Bernard, Redding and Schott (AER, 2010), ”Intra-Firm Trade and 

Product Contractibility.”
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